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THIS QUARTERS FOCUS ON COVID IMPACT

VACCINE MANDATE

MEDICAL

THE LAW

FORCING THE JAB

WHAT IS A VACCINE?

IS THERE LEGAL

On September 9, 2021, Joe
Biden announced a multi
prong plan to attack what he
claims is the Delta Variant of
COVIC 19.

The word vaccine is used
virtually all the time in the
current Plandemic of COVID
19.

JAB?

In what most are calling the
largest executive power grab
in known history, Biden is
mandating protocols to
“control” the rise in COVID 19
in 2021.

See “Joe & the Jab”

What defines a vaccine? More
importantly, who provides the
definition in the first place?
What happens if you have
sources with different
definitions – which is right?
The big question is whether
the CV 19 vaxx is a vaccine at
all…

PRECEDENT TO FORCE A
The case of Jacobson v
Massachusets, 197 US 11
(1905) is on record for being
the first case acknowledging
the police power of the State in
regard to prevention of small
pox through its compulsory
vaccination law.

See “Jacobson Decision”

See “Will the real definition
step forward?”
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WILL THE REAL DEFINITION STEP FORWARD?
If you are considering whether or not to take the COVID 19 vaccine,
it should be a reasonable request to at least understand what the
medical definition of a vaccine is and what you could be injecting into
your body. After all, with all the blustering and shaming for those
without the vaxx, you’ll like to know, right?
Well, it turns out this is not so cut and dry. To the left you’ll see the
CDC has revised their definition 3 times, with the most recent
coming this month. Webster’s has also revised its definition from
“Any preparation of weakened or killed bacteria or viruses
introduced into the body to prevent a disease by stimulating
antibodies against it” to “ A preparation that is administered (as by
injection) to stimulate the body’s immune response against a specific
infectious disease. “ Webster’s furthers this new definition:
a. An antigenic preparation of a typically inactivated or
attenuated pathogenic agent or one of its components;
b. A preparation of genetic material that is used by the cells of
the body to produce an antigenic substance. NOTE – referring
to messenger RNA here in the actual book.
Medicine Net uses the following definition it claims the actual
medical profession uses:
Injection of a killed microbe in order to stimulate the immune system
against the microbe, thereby preventing disease.
So, as you can see the definitions are changing from prevent and
produce immunity to produce protection. The most recent changes
are to accommodate the new CV19 vaccines.
Are the new CV19 vaccines truly vaccines and the updates
genuinely reflect medical process OR have the goal posts been
moved to reflect political positions?
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Joe and the Jab!
In rolling out his 6 prong approach to COVID 19 controls,
Joe Biden made a historic power grab in his first prong by
mandating vaccines for the following:


Employers with 100 or more Employee or mandate
weekly testing



All Federal workers and Contractors that do business
with the Federal Government



Over 17 million health care workers at Medicare and
Medicaid participating hospitals



Calling on large entertainment venues to require
proof of vaccine or testing for entry



Requiring Employers to provide paid time off to allow
employees to get vaccinated

So the real question is whether this President, or any
President, can have this form of power via Enumerated
Powers for Executive Orders. Executive Orders do carry the
full power of the US government until overturned by the
Supreme Court or reversed by the next President. However,
there are no provisions in the Constitution for these powers
in the Executive Branch. Moreover, the 14th Amendment
protects against this exact form of abuse.
Joe Biden has shown no respect for the courts visa vie the
proposed rent moratorium that he attempted to extend
knowing full well SCOTUS had already ruled earlier, so he
has zero worry of getting this reversed in court. He’ll risk
temporary results until this process works through the
courts. As of this writing, 26 Governors have already
instructed their Attorney Generals to file suit against Joe
Biden.
Congress has the duty via its power of law and the tools of
impeachment to reign in and remove dictator such as Joe
Biden. However, the current Congress seems to have lost
its spine.
For more on Biden’s plan, see https://www.whitehouse.gov/covidplan/
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JACOBSON DECISION
Going into the 1900’s there were a series of diseases the
United States were dealing with. Medicine was not as
advanced nor were the facilities in abundance as they are
today.
We were also in a time of great deference to the states in
regard to the law.
Smallpox, among other diseases, were far more dangerous
than what CV19 currently represents. States wanted to stay
ahead of these diseases and passed compulsory vaccine
laws.
The Jacobson challenges the State of Massachusetts in
their authority. While SCOTUS sided with the State there
were several key differences here as opposed to Joe
Biden’s Executive Order:







It was an existing State Law, passed by the
Massachusetts Legislature and signed by their
Governor. As such, not an Executive Order.
You could opt out for $5 – expensive for the times
Children could be exempt with Physicians certificate
stating they are unfit.
There was no force upon the business community to
force employees to vaccinate.
There was no force upon government employees to
vaccinate by government entities.

Jacobson is not a solid footing for Biden to stand on for his
Executive Order. Especially considering Congressional
exemptions and allowing illegals to enter without having to
obtain vaccines.
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